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Twenty Years of Success 
At the start of this millennium, four major research organizations* joined forces to build a world-class 
telescope to survey the entire sky in a continuous search for supernovae, gamma-ray bursts and near-
Earth asteroids, and to better understand the mysterious source of accelerated expansion of the Universe 
known as dark energy. In 2003, LSSTC was formed as a not-for-profit 501(c)3 Arizona corporation, and its 
collaboration with federal agencies was lauded as a landmark public-private partnership. With critical seed 
funding from private donors (Simonyi, Gates, Caris, and others), LSSTC enabled community development 
of the science case for LSST and launched the design effort that led to LSST achieving the highest ranking 
in the 2010 Decadal Survey. Now, with the observatory on the verge of commissioning, LSSTC is focused 
on preparing the scientific community for the exciting opportunities and challenges the survey will bring. 

LSST Has New Name(s) 

On January 6, 2020, the National Science Foundation (NSF) announced the new name 
for the observatory that will perform the 10-year survey of the southern sky – the 
NSF Vera C. Rubin Observatory, or Rubin Observatory. An astronomer who provided 
important evidence of the existence of dark matter, Rubin was also an advocate for 
women in science. LSSTC celebrates the first national U.S. observatory to be named 
for a woman, and we are thrilled our mission is linked to a facility, like Rubin herself, 
that will change the way we view the Universe.  

NSF also announced the naming of the 
observatory’s telescope – the Simonyi Survey Telescope – in recognition 
of the significant private donation Charles Simonyi made to LSSTC in 
2007. This donation supported the design, development, and most 
notably, fabrication of the telescope’s primary/tertiary M1/M3 mirror. 
The naming celebrates Mr. Simonyi’s family and especially his father 
Károly Simonyi, a distinguished Hungarian physicist in his own right.  

During 10 years of operations starting in late 2022, the Rubin 
Observatory, together with the Simonyi Survey Telescope, the DOE’s 
Rubin Observatory LSST Camera (LSSTCam), and the innovative and 
unprecedented data software system, will carry out an unparalleled 

optical survey of the visible sky and create the greatest movie of all time – the Rubin Observatory Legacy 
Survey of Space and Time (LSST). 

The Rubin Observatory Facility is now substantially built. Construction of the Telescope Mount Assembly 
that will support the telescope’s mirrors and camera, and many subsystems necessary for telescope 
operation, is in full swing. The Commissioning Camera is in the lab in Tucson undergoing a near-final phase 
of testing before being packed for shipping to Chile (scheduled for early March 2020).  
See https://project.lsst.org/coming-soon-first-comcam-image and https://project.lsst.org/2019-review. 

                                                           

*LSST Corporation Founding Members: University of Arizona, University of Washington, Research Corporation for Science 

Advancement, and Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy (AURA), through its operating center, the National 

Optical Astronomy Observatory (now NSF’s OIR Lab) 

Charles Simonyi (left) asked the 

telescope be named the Simonyi 

Survey Telescope in honor of his family 

and his father, Károly Simonyi (right). 

Wikopedia 

The observatory name 
honors Rubin and her 
colleagues’ legacy to 
probe the nature of 
dark matter. Wikipedia 

https://project.lsst.org/coming-soon-first-comcam-image
https://project.lsst.org/2019-review
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dark_matter
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Enabling Science 
Flexible and versatile in serving the 

evolving needs of the LSST scientific 

community, the Corporation’s Enabling 

Science Small-Grants Program reaches 

a five-year milestone in 2020. As the 

Rubin Observatory nears completion, 

the need to ready the community to 

extract scientific discoveries from the 

survey’s enormous flow of data 

becomes ever more crucial. The Small-

Grants Program is one of the ways by which the LSST Corporation has demonstrated its commitment to 

provide researchers with the training, collaboration infrastructure, and analysis software they need to 

make the survey a success. Peer review teams from Corporation member institutions select the grant 

recipients. To date, Enabling Science funds have supported 72 projects, including numerous workshops. 

Click for link to report: https://www.lsstcorporation.org/sites/default/files/ES5YrReport.pdf. 

The LSSTC Data Science Fellowship Program (DSFP), piloted through Enabling Science in 2016, is designed 

to teach skills required for modern survey astronomy and focuses on essential skills for dealing with big 

data. One of the most in-demand supplemental programs for astrophysics students, DSFP fills a major gap 

in traditional graduate curriculums: in 2019, DSFP received 486 applications for its 20 slots. DSFP is made 

possible by funding from LSSTC, Brinson Foundation, Moore Foundation, National Science Foundation, 

Adler Planetarium, and Northwestern University/CIERA. See https://astrodatascience.org/. 

Now in its third year, another start-up program conducted through Enabling Science is the Undergraduate 

Summer Internship Program, which provides undergraduates an opportunity to attend the annual Rubin 

Observatory Project & Community Workshop (PCW). In 2019, the Corporation sponsored 25 students to 

attend the PCW. Each student gave a brief presentation of their LSST-related summer research at the 

Opening Plenary and participated in a poster session. The event provides breakout sessions for students, 

led by professors, as well as opportunities for interaction with scientists and engineers. The LSSTC-funded 

internships leverage support for other summer research programs.  

Key Community Science Initiatives 

In 2018, LSSTC began incorporating an innovative workshop model bringing LSST-focused scientists 

together across disciplines to lay the groundwork and pursue their top-priority research questions. 

Through these workshops, teams are awarded seed money to undertake tasks that both benefit the entire 

LSST community and advance their own scientific research. As a benefit of membership, the Corporation 

provides travel funding for researchers from LSSTC member institutions to attend these workshops, which 

Interactive workshops allow participants to form teams to develop ideas. Teams received seed money to advance innovative research 

across a variety of preparatory science areas. LSST Corporation 

The Telescope Mount Assembly (TMA) arrives on the summit at Cerro Pachón. 

Rubin Observatory  

https://www.lsstcorporation.org/sites/default/files/ES5YrReport.pdf
https://astrodatascience.org/
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also generally do not have registration fees. The first workshop of this type was the LSST Cadence 

Hackathon (sponsored by LSSTC, the Heising-Simons Foundation, and the Simons Center for 

Computational Astrophysics), through which LSSTC awarded 42 authors of ten cross-disciplinary cadence-

strategy white papers honoraria totaling $75K (USD).  

As a second example, LSSTC partnered with institutional member Las Cumbres Observatory (LCO) this past 

year to present a workshop on “Managing Follow-up Observations in the Era of ZTF and LSST.” The 

workshop provided an interactive introduction to LCO’s Target and Observation Manager (TOM) Toolkit. 

See https://lco.global/tomtoolkit/. Fifteen projects that cover a wide range of topics in time-domain 

astronomy were selected for awards of observing time, with seven teams also receiving seed funding 

totaling $186K (USD). The awards secured opportunities for attendees to test and extend the TOM Toolkit 

software that is available to the entire community through their own research. Funding was provided by 

generous grants from the Heising-Simons Foundation and the Zegar Family Foundation. 

The Corporation is working diligently to make our ambitious plan for a suite of 

community programs administered through a network of data science centers 

a reality. Our proposal for the LSST Interdisciplinary Network for Collaboration 

and Computing (LINCC) includes funding for prize postdoctoral fellowships; 

workshops, data challenges, and summer schools; visiting fellowships; and 

incubator programs. LINCC would also fund data scientists and software 

engineers initially clustered at a set of four data-science centers to help create 

“user generated” analysis tools needed by the LSST community. Thus, LINCC 

will foster the work of the eight primary LSST Science Collaborations in developing the tools and 

techniques to analyze the data produced by LSST. 

Researchers from LSSTC member institutions will shape LINCC’s programs, to which they will also have 

priority access. While the data science centers are designed to support both one another and the 

community, the overall structure of LINCC is modular, allowing it to be funded in stages. 

LINCC’s goal is to transform the way the astrophysics is done in the era of big data. In addition to catalyzing 

new types of collaborations among astrophysicists, data scientists, statisticians, and software engineers, 

a key aim for LINCC is to improve diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) in astrophysics. To that end, LSSTC 

is planning a pair of design workshops for LINCC with an explicit focus on DEI. The workshops will allow us 

to make use of the rare opportunity afforded by the creation of a new community-wide organization to 

implement, model, and test policies and organizational structures that will promote DEI. This focus on DEI 

reflects LSSTC’s mission, vision, and values. Stay tuned! 

2020 Membership Campaign  

Why Join LSSTC?  
Now is LSSTC’s time to prepare for what lies beyond. LSST Corporation is in a privileged position to enable 

the efforts of the Rubin Observatory Science Community. LSSTC is a key Rubin Observatory supporter in 

the development of non-federal funding sources to facilitate and support the science community to 

advance its full potential. LSSTC is committed to bring added value to operations and to enable science 

aspirations of our Member Institutions, the LSST Science Collaborations, and the broader Rubin 

Observatory user community.  

LSST Corporation is the only private organization focused solely on the science the Rubin Observatory will 

enable. The Corporation’s institutional members represent both the astronomy and physics communities. 

LINCC will foster and focus 

the work of the LSST 

Science Collaborations. 

https://lco.global/tomtoolkit/
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These institutions, and their faculty and staff, represent a major portion of the Rubin Observatory science 

community, and they participate in review forums and provide advisory comment on observatory 

activities along with other issues of wide-ranging importance to the broader astronomical community. 

As shared in this newsletter, LSSTC sponsors activities designed to teach graduate students the skills 

required for working with the large survey databases, prepares scientists to work effectively with Rubin 

Observatory data, as soon as it begins to flow, and sponsors workshops that bring LSST-focused scientists 

together to form collaborative interdisciplinary teams to benefit the entire community and advance their 

innovative scientific research.  

Rubin Observatory survey operations will deliver science-ready data to the community, but the 

responsibility for analyzing the survey’s data products will fall to the user community. LSSTC is committed 

to close the gap between data delivery and scientific discovery to facilitate coordination and collaboration 

beyond Rubin Observatory’s scope of operations to support the scientific exploitation of the data through 

our Investing in Discovery programs – Enabling Science, Key Community Science Initiatives, and LINCC.  

Why Join Now? 
The evolution of the LSSTC’s mission from partnering in the construction of the Rubin Observatory to being 

a key affiliate of the Observatory in operations to support science in the community calls for a broader 

and more inclusive vision of Institutional Membership. Membership is our lifeline. To welcome and 

encourage new membership as we ramp up our fundraising activities in support of LSST science, we extend 

a special, limited-time invitation to join the Corporation as an Institutional Member:  

The traditional “catch-up fee” will be waived for those joining LSSTC in 2020.  

For more information on joining the Corporation, please visit 

https://www.lsstcorporation.org/become-institutional-member. 

We look forward to the future, both near- and far-term as the Rubin Observatory reveals the secrets of 

our universe. You’ll want to join the Corporation on the frontlines of discovery – don’t miss it! 

Sincerely, 

Patricia (Pat) Eliason Lucas Macri 

Executive Officer Executive Board Chair 

LSST Corporation LSST Corporation / Texas A&M University 

https://www.lsstcorporation.org/become-institutional-member

